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ABERJONA RIVER: A History of its Use, Abuse, and Restoration
PARTS 1-4 1
By Ellen Knight2
Part 1: HISTORIC LANDSCAPE
No landscape in Winchester could be more historic than the Aberjona River and its tributaries.
The history of the town of Winchester begins with its waterways, in particular the Aberjona River,
which runs through the town’s history from its earliest Colonial days to the present.
The river drew settlers. The first house was built along its banks. It offered a source of power for
industry from the time the first colonist built a dam for a mill pond to power a gristmill until the
last century. Stretching north and south of the Mill Pond, which lies at the heart of the civic
center, the river still suggests opportunity for economic development.
The river has been a scene for recreation—boating,
skating, fishing. Within living memory residents canoed
its lower channel up to the town center.
It has inspired artists. Among others, J. Foxcroft Cole sat
before his easel en plein air and captured river scenes in
oils (as pictured right).
For historians it has provided a mystery since the derivation of its name, generally ascribed to
Algonquin origin, appears to have been lost before histories were compiled.
Combined with its parks, the river has been a place of beauty and enjoyment.
It has also seen tragedy. The last Native American
known to live here, Hannah Shiner, fell in near Main
Street and drowned in 1820. Six years later, unhappy
newlywed Tufts Richardson chose to throw himself
into the river and drown rather than eat his wife’s
bread.
The river has been trouble. It often proved an
obstacle to travel. It became a breeding place for
mosquitoes and a dump for refuse.
A scene along the river by H.W.H. Bicknell

And the river has flooded. It has repeatedly flooded.

FLOODS3
Through the nineteenth century, the settlement within Winchester territory was small. Only 35
dwellings stood in 1798. In 1831 there were 60. With the advent of the railroad in 1835, the
village of South Woburn began steadily growing, and the town was incorporated in 1850. After
this the first floods were documented.
Two great floods occurred in the nineteenth century, in 1855 and 1886, both in February, both
caused by a combination of heavy rain and melting snow. In 1855, at 3 a.m., David Youngman,
finding his home cellar full of water, went to check his store in the center. “In attempting to cross
the street, the water was found to be over my long rubber boots, and running at a rapid rate. I
then passed on to the railroad, where it was also quite difficult to walk against the strong current.
The water was fourteen inches deep on the rails in front of the depot.”
Main Street had turned into a river. Nearly all the cellars were filled with water. Several families
were evacuated. In 1886, a sudden thaw combined with a torrential rainfall produced a flood of
notable proportions.
Again, residents became aware of the flood in the middle of the night, when basements flooded.
“The houses on the low grounds below the Walnut-street bridge and the lower portions of
Waldmyer’s tannery were partially submerged, and access to many of the houses could be had
only in boats.” Damage was done to streets, gutters, bridges, cellars, and foundations, and a
portion of one house was carried away.
People who experienced both floods zealously debated which had been worse. However bad, in
both cases the flood waters receded rapidly and, though effects lingered for some time, “the
general expression of our citizens,” Cooke wrote, “is that of relief that the disasters are so much
less than could have been forecasted while the ‘windows of heaven’ were open.”4
More floods followed, e.g., in 1936, 1955, 1962,
1996, 1998, and 2001, prom pting several river
improvement projects, including a major flood
mitigation project launched by the Board of
Selectmen in 1988 and still ongoing (2021).
There are and have been multiple reasons for
flooding. Some may be traced to alterations of the
river. Some have been addressed by alterations of
the river. From the moment English colonists
began settling along the Aberjona and its
tributaries, they have changed the course and
shape of the river.

Davidson Park in 1968

It is the intent of this series of articles on the river to trace the history of the river, the structures

built along it, the industries and development built alongside it, and the projects planned and
implemented for its improvement to provide historic background for the current flood mitigation
project and the mapping of historic landscapes.
Part 2: INDUSTRY BEGINS TO CHANGE THE RIVER
The Aberjona River as it exists today is not the river the colonists encountered, nor is it the river
of the nineteenth century when the town was incorporated.
The river was essentially shaped into its present form between the 1890s and 1940s through
several combined river and parks improvement projects. Most of these improvements were
undertaken to address severe water pollution problems and flood relief, though beautification
and recreation were also factors.
However, altering the river began with the first English settler. From then through the next 200
years, the primary reason was industry.
COURSE
The Aberjona River originates in Reading, flows south through Woburn and Winchester, and
empties into the Mystic Lakes. That has not changed over the centuries. But maps of Winchester
from the second half of the nineteenth century show a river with many more branches and bends,
with a succession of little islands, and often with wider banks than known today.
Perhaps some features were natural, perhaps not, for the first structures built along the river,
besides bridges, were dams. These caused the river to pond and spread into marshes, changing
the adjacent landscape.

To the left is a composite of 1794 maps
of Woburn and Charlestown, showing
the “Great Road,” the Aberjona River
(called Symmes River where it crossed
Symmes land), and Horn Pond Brook,
which originally bypassed Wedge Pond
and emptied into the Aberjona
The natural features pictured include
(top to bottom) Horn Pond, Horn Pond
Mountain, Winter Pond, Wedge Pond,
Spring Pond (now under the Upper
Mystic Lake), and Mystick Ponds.
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While marking the entire course of the
river through Winchester, it reveals
nothing about the character of the
river. The streams’ industrial use is
indicated by 4 grist mills in the
Winchester section.

FIRST COLONIAL CHANGES
An historical sign by the bridge on Main Street marks the site of the first settler, Edward Converse.
His house has been dated to 1640 since it is referenced in records of the building of Cold Bridge
(at the site of the current bridge) in February 1641. Cold Bridge, the first to cross the Aberjona in
Winchester territory, was built to provide easier access from the parent town of Charlestown to
the proposed new town of Woburn (incorporated 1642).
Possibly as early as 1641 (no later than 1647)
Converse built a gristmill next to Cold Bridge. To
help power it, he built a dam at the site of the
current Center Falls Dam. The dam created a mill
pond.
What was good for the mill was not, however,
good for everyone else. The dam caused the
overflow of a meadow upstream owned by Robert
Hale. Converse had to pay Hale seven pounds (in
money, corn, or cattle) in compensation.5
That was not the only legal action brought over changes in the river. In 1658 Zechariah Symmes,
who was given a 300-acre tract below Converse’s land, brought suit against Thomas Broughton
and Edward Collins of Medford after they built a dam across the Mystic River in the neighborhood

of Alewife Brook that caused the water to so rise upon his meadow that “his farm was incapable
of maintaining his cattle in winter and part of the summer.” After a similar suit in 1675 his estate
was awarded damages.6
What happened in the first two decades of the settlement—the alteration of the waterways,
causing problems along with benefits—continued for the next three centuries.
About 1670, Capt. William Symmes built—dam and erected a mill just above where the river now
empties into the Mystic Lakes. That dam also created a mill pond and led to occasional disputes
between the owners of the two mills over the centuries.
CANALS AND DITCHES
Dams were not the only industrially inspired
alterations to the river. In the early 1700s,
members of the Belknap family not only built a
dam but also dug a ditch or canal to carry the
water from Horn Pond Brook to their mills.
At the north end of the Aberjona, in the late
1700s, Jeduthan Richardson created an island in
the river near the Woburn line after getting
permission from the legislature to dig a canal to
divert the waters of the river and get better power
for a gristmill.

Detail from the 1854 Winchester map
showing the Richardson industrial area

LONGE BRIDGE
Along much of its length, the river of the nineteenth century was marshy and swampy, but
whether marshiness was a natural feature or a result of the dams is an old question. That
uncertainty surrounds the location of the second bridge in Winchester territory, built over Horn
Pond Brook in August 1641 and called Longe Bridge.
Horn Pond Brook did not originally feed into Wedge Pond but flowed past it and emptied into
the Aberjona, along with a stream from Wedge Pond, at a point obscured by the flowage of
Converse’s dam. The colonists described the bridge site as “soe boggy that it swallowed up much
wood before it could be made passable.”7
In the 1880s Arthur Whitney and William Cutter debated the bridge’s location, whether at the
outlet of Horn Pond or where the brook crossed the Great Road (Main Street), site of Blind Bridge.
Whitney argued for the latter site, contending that since neither was then boggy in the sense of
having a soft bottom, the width and bogginess were a result of Converse’s dam. In defending the
former site, William Cutter said Whitney was ingenuous to believe a site’s original condition to
have been its condition always.

The original condition of the river was not documented. The settlers of Charlestown explored
new territory because they “generally notioned no water good for a town but running springs.”
The Aberjona must have been considered good water.
Edward Johnson described the general area including the Ipswich, Shawsheen, and Mystic rivers
in 1641 as being “very full of pleasant springs, and great variety of very good water.” He also
described the early settlers traveling “through watery swampes...sometimes...their feete
clambering over the crossed trees which when they missed they sunk into an uncertain bottome
in water and wade up to the knees tumbling sometimes higher sometimes lower.”8
It is unknown, however, if this described the Aberjona valley.
PART 3: INTERESTS COMPETE ALONG THE RIVER
On May 7, 1864, the superintendent of the Charlestown Water Works, acting at the behest of
Winchester officials, took two kegs of gunpowder to the Aberjona River and blew up the Bacon
mill dam. An unusually violent episode in the river’s history, it was the outcome of differing, even
warring interests that developed over the river.
A dam had existed at the southern end of the Aberjona since about the 1670s, when the Symmes
family owned a 300-acre parcel in what is now southeast Winchester. The dam, located about a
half mile below the Converse dam, was built, like the earlier dam, for a mill. Of uncertain age, it
was called “the old mill” in 1694 and was replaced with a new fulling mill when inherited by the
next generation.
The dam created a mill pond and apparently also flowed a meadow to the north, on the site of
the current Manchester Field. According to a writer in 1864, the dam “rendered much valuable
service” but became “a source of many vexatious lawsuits as well as expense.”
In 1800 or 1801, when two Symmes brothers owned the mill, one of them sold his share to John
Langdon Sullivan of Boston (uncle of the pugilist), agent for the Middlesex Canal which crossed
the river north of the old Mystic Pond and opened in 1803.
At this point the area started becoming increasingly industrial. Sullivan and John Symmes built a
second mill, a grist mill, across the river. The old mill became a factory building with a lathe and
trip hammer for Symmes, a wheelwright, and a shop for Sullivan to experiment with steamengine canal boats.
Sullivan and Symmes built a new mill-dam, raising its height. Abel Richardson, then owner of the
mill at Main Street, claimed the new dam flowed his land. Several bitter lawsuits followed, not
finally settled until about 1820, when the Symmes dam was lowered from eight to six feet.
In 1820, Symmes sold his share to Sullivan who agreed “to defend any suit or suits at his own

expense that shall be brought by Abel Richardson of his representatives for alleged damages by
reason of flowing of pond of said mill.”
Sullivan himself sold out after a few years
because his steam barges, emitting thick black
smoke and a noise which could be heard for
miles, were not a success. Bankrupt, he sold to
Symmes’ son-in-law who sold one to Robert
Bacon, who acquired the second within 10 or 15
years. Thus the Symmes dam became the Bacon
dam.
The Bacon mills, rented to a succession of
tenants, prospered. In 1900 Charles N. Bacon
told a Herald reporter, “Forty years ago, this was
one of the busiest spots in Winchester. There
was a hat factory, a leather factory and several
other factories here, and 350 men were
employed.” 9

Detail of the 1854 map showing the river in the
area of the Bacon mills

The area was known as Baconville and, when the railroad came to town (1835), merited its own
station.
MYSTIC VS. BACON DAMS
Disputes continued between the upper and lower mill owners, on top of which new competing
interests came along, stirring up more contention.
In March 1861, Town Meeting appointed the Committee for the Preservation of Fish, charged
with protecting fish in the waterways and providing means whereby they might get around mill
dams and ascend the Aberjona. One of the fishways it built was at the Bacon dam.
Also in March 1861, the Legislature gave the city of Charlestown, which had need of an additional
supply of water, the right to take water from Mystic Pond and authority to erect a dam. In 1863
the mill privileges were taken by eminent domain. The new dam was finished in 1864.
The dam caused the upper pond to flow over about 64 acres. The landowners sued. Among them,
John H. Bacon sued on account of his flooded meadow. He was paid on a claim for damage to the
mill, but he refused to accept the offer for the 27 acres he held in the flowage ground.
Soon he had to move his mills. In 1864, the Fish Committee was having trouble with the manager
of the Fibrilla Flax Mills, operating in one of the Bacon buildings, who would close up the fishway
when he wanted the water to power his mill wheel. The Committee appealed to the
Commissioners of the Charlestown Water Works.

When the men from Charlestown arrived with their
gunpowder, the mill manager reportedly sought to prevent
the destruction of the dam, but, after some threats and
skirmishes, he was subdued or arrested. Two kegs each
containing 25 pounds of powder were placed under the
woodwork and ignited by means of a water fuse.
His dam destroyed, Bacon built a new mill near Lakeview
Road. After it burned, he built another by the railroad tracks
at the foot of Grove Place where the Bacon felt factory
continued until 1951; the building burned in 1957.

The last Bacon mills

WATER LEVEL DISPUTED
Did this solve the problems connected with the dams? Not at all.
First, some problems with the mill upstream were simply transferred from the Bacon dam to the
Mystic dam. Charlestown had a right to raise the water to a level “not exceeding the level of
Bacon’s dam.” After the explosion, there was apparently no fixed level for the lake, and it
fluctuated according to Charlestown’s water use until the lake ceased to be used for drinking
water in 1898.
The lake was then reportedly flowed to a higher level, which began several years of contention
with the Whitney family who owned and operated the mill at Main Street and apparently wanted
the level lower than the state did.
Finally, in 1906, a copper bolt was set into the Aberjona Bridge at the mouth of the river to mark
the height agreed upon between the Whitneys and the Metropolitan Water Board at which the
river could be maintained without flooding the tail-race of the mill. In 1911 Whitney sold the mill
property to the town. The town demolished the mill, but that has not stopped the Mystic dam
from being eyed as a contributor of flooding along the river.
FORMER LANDSCAPE
Also, when the river was sufficiently polluted from factories upstream, the fish died (as well as
their preservation committee), and the lake was discontinued as a source for drinking water, the
question of the fate of the Upper Mystic Lake arose. Recreation and aesthetics were added to
the list of competing interests.
In 1900, plans to build a clubhouse for the Winchester Boat Club raised the question of ownership
of the land beneath the abandoned reservoir. The Bacon family had not accepted payment for
its flowed meadow and might have sued to get the land back arose.

“The original act did not take this land outright but simply for flowage,” Charles Bacon said. But,
according to the Herald, the city said it would not surrender its flowage right in case it would ever
again like to use the water supply. The lake was not drained; the boat club was built.
The dispute left us with a description of the early nineteenth-century landscape.
“No finer grass ever grew than that raised on the meadow that is now the bed of that pond,”
Bacon told the Herald reporter. “It was one of the prettiest spots in this section of the country.
The river came down from Whitney’s mill, in Winchester, and down here, just before you reach
the bridge erected by the park commissioners, it divided into two sections, making an island on
which these different mills and factories were erected. When they flowed the meadow they filled
up one of the branches of the river and spoiled a part of the beauty of the place. There were
trees all through the meadow, right over to the Edward Everett place [Robinson Circle]. I tell you,
it was a mighty pretty spot. See that row of willow trees [near the train station]. I saved those.
When I was a boy learning to mow, my rather sent me down there to cut down the underbrush.
I refused to cut those trees.”
Mrs. Bacon’s opinion was recorded in a diary entry by a
visitor in 1893. “She told about how beautiful the place
was when she and her husband came long ago to live
there, when the pond was a meadow bounded by the
canal and planted in long rows of fruit and sugar maple
trees. Over 180 of them! ... Now men are humbling down
the hills and filling in the little ponds and flattening the
whole place with house lots. ‘Money and house lots! That
is all anyone sees nowadays.’”

View of the Bacon mill
by J. Foxcroft Cole

The lake also covered the Spring Pond, about which Henry Chapman wrote in 1936 in The History
of Winchester, “It is said to have been fifty feet across and thirty feet deep....When the pollution
of the lake by the wastes of tanneries in Woburn began, some forty or fifty years ago, it was
possible to row out into the lake and determine the location of this spring by the congregation
of numbers of pickerel which sought this oasis of pure water amidst the desert of pollution, which
could plainly be seen, crowded with fish, just beneath the surface of the lake.”
PART 4 - POLLUTION RUINS THE RIVER
Once traversed by clean and clear waterways, Winchester of the late nineteenth and twentieth
centuries saw its Aberjona River turned into a polluted horror.
Once used for drinking, gathered into a reservoir at the Upper Mystic Lake by a dam built in 1864,
the water was already tested for pollution in 1870 and abandoned as a drinking supply in 1898.
Until then, when the water was drawn down from the lake every summer, what was revealed
was not the beautiful meadow described by Charles Bacon (see part 3) but a mud flat with

“putrefying matter from which there is a great deal of stench constantly arising,” according to an
1894 editorial. Cases of malaria were attributed to it.
The lake was once used for swimming. On July 28, 1882, a newspaper report stated that a boy
“has been made very sick by bathing in the water below the Mystic Dam.” Just three years after
the Metropolitan Park Commission opened Sandy Beach for swimming in 1907, it was closed
because of pollution.
Once alewives and other fish were plentiful in the river, but pollution killed them off. Boating was
a pleasant pastime until, as reported in 1911, “a paddle dipped into the water comes forth
covered with an oily mixture,” the mixture including oil and decomposing refuse.
In 1911, Herbert Kellaway, whom the town hired to recommend river improvements, stated
bluntly, “no term can fit the condition better than to say ‘it stinks.’” The river water, he said, had
a “peculiar bluish look,” and the mud was “vile.”10
Kellaway observed sewer sediment, thick surface scum, dead animals, and all manner of rubbish,
refuse, and debris, including the ashes, tan bark, and sediment from the Beggs and Cobb tannery
which were gradually filling in the Aberjona Pond.
In that same year Everett Curtis wrote a series of newspaper articles called “Conditions are Bad”
in which he described both the river and Horn Pond Brook, which was termed a “nuisance” as
early as 1870.
“The odor arising from the water at such times is said to have been ‘indescribable.’ People living
near the brook were compelled to keep doors and windows closed even in the hottest weather.
Enormous quantities of this matter [refuse discharged into the brook by Woburn tanneries] were
carried down and discharged into Wedge Pond, covering what was once a clean sandy bottom
with a thick deposit of this filth. In dry seasons as the water receded from the shore leaving this
deposit exposed to the action of the sun, the condition can better be imagined than described.”
Factories and tanneries were not the only problem, for the river and ponds were used as dumps
by residents, but industrial waste was a major problem. In 1874, the watershed reportedly
contained 81 factories, including 20 tanneries, two glue factories, a chemical works, a pigslaughtering house, a piggery, morocco factory, and a wool-scouring establishment—mostly in
Woburn—defiling the water.
While the Woburn factories were reportedly most at fault, the river developed trouble from
Winchester’s own factories as well.
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT11
The first industries along the Winchester section of the river were the Converse grist-mill,
Symmes fulling mill to the south, and Richardson sawmill at the north end of the river, plus the

grist, fulling, and lumber mills on Horn Pond Brook. These continued, though they changed into
factories producing felt, piano cases, furniture, and watch hands.
In 1855, there were also two tanneries, t he Thompson (later
Waldmyer) Tannery at the foot of Thompson Street (pictured)
and another near Cross Street (of unknown original
ownership, later the Maxwell Tannery and, after 1902, the J.
O. Whitten Co. gelatin works, now vacant and known as the
Marotta property).
By 1875, there were two tanneries along Horn Pond Brook on and above Lake Street, as well as
the Alexander Moseley tannery (later Loring and Avery, then Beggs and Cobb) located between
the Woburn branch of the railroad and the Aberjona River (site of the Parkview Condominiums).
By 1895, there were two additional leather manufacturers, along with several other businesses,
operating in the center of town at the old Converse (then Whitney) mill site. Also, at the site of
the current transfer station, the McKay Metallic Fastener Co. had a factory, later (about 1906)
the location of the Puffer Company manufactory of soda water fountains.
By 1915, there was a patent leather factory next to the felt factory at the foot of Canal Street,
and about 1916 there was another at 150 Cross St.
FIRST SOLUTION
The first solution to the pollution problem was to build sewers. In 1878 the Boston Water Board
completed the Mystic Valley Sewer, constructed to take waste from seven tanneries or factories
in Woburn and two in Winchester. It went from the Lower Mystic Lake up along the railroad,
turning off above the center and following the Woburn Branch Railroad, since pollution of the
brook was then greater than that of the river.
Though the sewer relieved the problem in the Upper Mystic Lake, it worsened the water in the
lower lake, so in 1881 Boston built purification works at the south end of Winchester.
In 1889 the Legislature ordered the construction of a general system of sewage disposal.
Completed in 1895, the Metropolitan Sewer followed the route of the older sewer until reaching
the center where it took the direction of the river through northern Winchester.
The tanneries and factories were allowed to connect into this sewer but were required to exclude
solid waste, which meant the building of settling tanks or basins and the deliberate or accidental
dumping of refuse into the river.
Along the brook, this was partly relieved when it was put under the control of the state Board of
Health in 1908 and the town insisted on action being taken to control the Woburn tanneries.

But problems persisted. The sewers were overtaxed and occasionally overflowed. The
Metropolitan Sewer Board refused to enlarge them, saying the capacity was adequate but
industrial waste was still getting in. Also, the river and pond beds were filling up, making the
waterways shallower, exacerbating flooding potential and leading to a mosquito problem in
addition to the pollution problem.
In 1922 a study of the river and brook showed that at
several settling basins, including those of Atlantic Gelatin
(at the town line in Woburn), the Whitten glue and
gelatin company, and Beggs and Cobb, the sludge and
scum skimmed off the liquid waste before the liquid went
into the Metropolitan sewer was being dumped along
the banks of the river.
At Beggs and Cobb the sludge was being covered with cinder and ashes, and there were also piles
of hides. The McLatchy patent leather company also dumped leather scraps and other debris on
the river bank. Puffer’s settling basins were shallow and surrounded by broken dikes, on top of
which the factory was discharging sand and marble bits into the river.
Waste from the two gelatin factories reportedly included lime and phosphoric acid, the lime
giving the water a whitish appearance.
Trade wastes were getting into the river because the basins overflowed, or the dikes around
them broke, or the land was waterlogged and waste seeped through, or the river overflowed.
Yet, in 1936, historian Henry Chapman reported a different picture, writing that the river was
“serene and unpolluted.” The change did not come quickly or easily. It was the result of four
decades of intensive river improvements beginning in the 1890s, a time when a new element was
introduced into the river history—private philanthropy.
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